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speed of about 0⋅85 ± 0⋅05ms–1 was reached, corresponding to a drag
coefficient of CD = 0⋅42 ± 0⋅08 (based on an estimated thrust level of
12 ± 1N). The maximum yaw rate with one bow motor running
(thrusting alone with no forward movement) was about 2rpm. The rate
of loss of buoyancy was 0⋅65 ± 0⋅05N/s when the solenoid operated
valve was opened, and when there was no measurable gauge pressure
at the base of the envelope.

5.2 Testing in Kaieteur
The filming campaign in the Kaieteur National Park took place in July
2004. All the helium gas cylinders and the crates containing the airship
were actually flown to Kaieteur using a Shorts SC7 Skyvan, rather than
the BN-2 Islander as was planned, see Section 2.2. After unpacking all
the crates, preparation of the airship took about 10-12 days, slightly
longer than was previously agreed. Wind speed was monitored during this preparatory phase by placing
a three-cup anemometer on an existing mast near the airfield at about
10m above ground level. At the end of this monitoring period it was
apparent that the Kaietear plateau only offered the low wind speeds
stipulated (0-1ms–1) between about 0600 and 0800 (on most days).
Typically the wind speed rose linearly to about 2⋅5 ± 1⋅5ms–1 by
midday often accompanied by light rainfall and an increase in tempera-
ture from about 21 to 27° C. The wind speed then typically remained at
1-4ms–1 until about 1800. On one day (only) the wind speed rose to
1⋅4ms–1 briefly at 0800 and on that same day the wind speed increased
to 7ms–1 for about 20 minutes at midday, but it was noted early that

morning the conditions were overflights. Based on these measuremAmazonian data, operations werewhen there was clear sky upwind. It was decided to inflate the airthe edge of an area of forest, not inof this site, the plateau had the adonly low level shrubs (e.g., giant brused for early trial flights, before coInflation was unfortunately interauthor believes that some air ingreslow pressure at its base) resulting ina consequence, the airship was inheavy with 210kg of payload and bpower system was therefore neededone pair of the 26Ah lead-acid batterAfter ground testing and tetheredflown twice for over 45 minutes, hoimmediately banking the Potaro rivScheurich, told the author that the aflight than previous helicopters he hbeing free of vibration). The longest fairfield over forest to a clearing neaway, with a 20 minute loiter prior tothe user’s requirements were essentialthese flights is given in Table 1.On one flight a three-axis sonic anemounted in front of the gondola, as wGPS receiver. An audio recording of trecord significant events, in particulamotor-units were operated. A sampleairspeed (the x component of the anem10Hz) corrected for potential flow effectIt was found(23) that the forward airsmodelled by integrating a simplified equA1 in Appendix. During the flight peritrajectory was approximately straight anreleases occurred. The solid line in Figprediction when the drag coefficient wasa simple power law, CD ≅ 0⋅32U0 /U wconstant, CD ≅ 0⋅32, when U > U0. Howethe CD values deduced from different phashad wide variations and it was not posscoefficient kx with any confidence, see Apwill be needed to determine these parameteOn two flights deliberate and successfuon the Potaro river itself. No attempt was the canopy itself, as was achieved in a prevduration) carried-out by the author in 1995(1
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Figure 8. Airship in free-flight above canopy in the Kaieteur National Park, Guyana. © Lena Herzog, reproduced with permission.

Typical mass brea

Item
Cinematographer 
Pilot
Camera 
Other disposable items
Propulsion
Power control and electricalBatteries
Balloon with rigging
Cone and fin
Gondola and upper frameBallast

Total
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Book Reviews
Flight Dynamics

R.F. Stengel
Princeton University Press, 3 Market Place,

Woodstock, Oxfordshire OX20 1SY, UK. 2004.

845pp. Illustrated. £65. ISBN 0-691-11407-2.

The eminence of Professor Robert
Stengel will be well known to most
engineers, scientists and academics

working in the field of flight dynamics. His

universally acknowledged position as a

leading academic in the field derives from

prior knowledge. The dangers of this

approach in a teaching context are well

known. Consequently, it seems at first sight

that some of the material in the book is

pedantically comprehensive. However, this

opinion is short-lived when it is appreciated

just how accessible the material becomes as

a result of this approach. The style must

therefore greatly enhance the book as a

learning resource for students and it also

makes it an especially valuable reference

for those already familiar with the subject

area. This reviewer found the book so

useful in this respect that the review

process was temporarily overlooked!

Clearly, the book has been written with

the student market in mind as it includes

many worked examples to illustrate appli-

cation of the material. Further, much of the

example material is structured around a

suite of Matlab programs which are avail-

able from the author and I am sure that the

interest in this material will extend well

beyond the student market. Summaries of

the software tools and tutorial example 

aircraft models are given in the appendices.

However, the reader can download the 

programs from the author’s web site –

http://www.pupress.princeton.edu/stengel.

This is a terrific book which should
d d titioners alike
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